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In a recent letter in Nature, Gaviolal presented evidence for a value
of the heat of dissociation of the nitrogen molecule considerably smaller
than the heretofore accepted value of about 11.4 volts.2 The purpose
of this paper is to present arguments which show that the heat of dissocia-
tion is equal to about 9.0 volts. Recently, R. T. Birge and R. S. Mulli-
ken,3 independently of each other, arrived at the conclusion that the
heat of dissociation had a value of about 9.5 volts. These arguments
have been presented in letters to Nature and before discussing the reasons
for the 9.0 volt value, a brief r6sume will be given of the methods by
which Birge and Mulliken arrived at their conclusions.

Birge's arguments are based on the work of Herzberg4 on the negative
nitrogen bands. Herzberg, by an extension of the negative bands was
able to obtain a better curve for the variation of the frequency of vibra-
tion with the vibrational quantum number than that obtained by Birge
and Sponer.5 From Herzberg's data Birge obtained a value of 7.1 volts
for the heat of dissociation of the normal nitrogen molecule ion. This
value was obtained by Birge in such a way that it was an upper limit,
the most probable value being about 0.2 volt less. Using this upper
limit for D' and a value of 16.9 volts for the ionization potential of the
molecule, Birge calculated D, the heat of dissociation of N2, and obtained
a value of 9.5 volts. This was done by solving the equation

Im - D' = D -I,

where 4, is the ionization potential of the atom. Since the 7.1 value
is an upper limit, the value of D found above is also an upper limit. It
is certainly not surprising therefore to find that D is less than 9.5 volts.

Mulliken6 obtained his value of 9.5 volts for D from a consideration of
the products of adiabatic dissociation from the X' and A' levels of the
molecule ion. The best experimental values for the total energies in
these levels are 26.0 and 24.0 volts, respectively. Assuming, as Herz-
berg suggested, that the products of dissociation from the X' level are
a nitrogen atom in the 2D state and an unexcited atomic ion, Mulliken
has shown that the value of D is 9.5 volts. This value agrees quite well
with the 24.0 volt total energy for the A' level. It is not possible to
reconcile the old value of D with the above facts relating to the A' and
X' levels. It seems certain therefore that the heat of dissociation of
N2 is equal to about 9.5 volts.
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In the October 6 number of Nature, Herzberg calculated D, using D'
= 6.9, I. = 16.7 and I = 14.5 volts and obtained a value of 9.1 volts.
The present method for determining D, which is based on ideas entirely

different from those presented by the above authors, will now be dis-
cussed. Sponer's value for the energy of the nitrogen molecule in the D
level is 14.8 volts. The only bands that have been observed in transitions
between the D level and other levels of the molecule are the fourth posi-
tive bands. These bands all correspond to transitions between the Do
level and the first seven B levels. The absence of transitions from higher
D levels can be explained if it is assumed that the higher D levels do not
exist, i.e., that the total energy of the nitrogen molecule in the D level
is almost the same as the energy in the Do level. It would be difficult
to explain the absence of the higher transitions in any other way. The
value of wo for the Do level is only slightly greater than that in the Bo
level. This statement is qualitative and it is made on the basis of the dis-
tribution of intensity among the seven fourth-positive bands.7 This
intensity is such as to indicate a small relative shift in the two potential
energy curves of the D and B level.

It is possible to obtain a fairly good estimate of the total energy in the
D level if the truth of the above arguments is granted. The vibrational
energy in centimeters-1 of the level having n as its vibrational quantum
number is

vn = won(l -Xn).

If the number n of the vibrational level which corresponds to co = 0 is
called no, then the limiting vibrational energy D' is equal to

Dv = coOno(l - xno).

In the last paragraph the assumption was made that the total energy of
the D level had a value very nearly equal to 14.8 volts because of the
non-existence of the Do and higher D levels. Therefore if no is taken to
be equal to unity the value of Dv so calculated will be a fair estimate of the
true value of Dv. Differentiating v,, with respect to n we obtain

dv,/dn = coo- 2coonx.
When

dv'/dn = 0, n = no
and

coo - 2wonox = 0

x=-
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Consequently

theD wn(i-~.no) 2°.2no 2
For the D level,

no = 1 and Dv = °
2

Reasons have already been given for thinking that the coo for the D
level is only slightly greater than coo for the B level. It will be assumed
here that the, value of wo is about 2000 cm.-'. Obviously, the value of
co won't affect the discussion very greatly. If the value of 2000 cm.-'
is used then Dv = 1000 cm.-' =. 0.1 volts, and the total energy in the
D level is equal to 14.8 + 0.1 = 14.9 volts.

Since the identity of the D level is not certain, Mulliken8 has not dis-
cussed the products of adiabatic dissociation from it. According to the
arguments of both Birge and Mulliken the heat of dissociation of N2 is
certainly not much different from 9.5 volts and it is therefore possible
to predict definitely the products of dissociation from the D level. There
can be only two possible products of dissociation from this level and
they are an atom in the 2D state and one in the 2p level. The proof
of this statement follows. The energy of the atom in the 2p state is
given by Compton and Boyce9 as 3.56 volts and that in the 2D level has
been shown to be 2.39 volts. If it were assumed that the products of
dissociation are two 2D atoms then the total energy in the D level would
have to equal 9.5 + 4.8 = 14.3 volts and this is, of course, impossible.
On the other hand, if the products are assumed to be two 2p atoms, then
the total energy based on D = 9.5 volts would be 9.5 + 7.1 = 16.6 volts.
This, in view of what has been said before, is obviously too high. It
seems therefore absolutely necessary to say that the products are a 2D
and a 2p atom.

It is possible therefore now to calculate the heat of dissociation D from
this total energy in the D level, using the fact that adiabatic dissociation
results in an atom in the 2D state and one in the 2p level. The value of
D so found is 14.9 - 5.9 = 9.0 volts. The total energies in the other
levels of the molecule will now be discussed in the light of this new value
for D.
The total energy in the A level has been found by Birge and Sponer to

be 11.9 volts.10 If we assume that the products of dissociation are a
45 and a 2D atom, the total energy should be 11.37 volts. The difference
between this and the observed value is about the same as the error in most
of the other cases that are to be discussed. On most of the levels the
observed value for T. E. is larger than the predicted value. Only in the
case of the C level, where the extrapolation is non-linear, does the experi-
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mental value turn out to be lower than the theoretical one. Mulliken'
notes that in this case the extrapolation should yield a low value.
The total energy in the "a" level is 14.24 volts and the products of dis-

sociation according to Mulliken are two 2D atoms. The predicted total
energy is 9.0 + 4.8 = 13.8 volts. It should be noted that the energy in
the "a" level is known absolutely from the study of the spectrum of nitro-
gen in the far ultra-violet12 and is therefore not comparable with the energy
in the other levels. The error in this case is 0.4 volt and measures the
error of the linear extrapolation.

In the B level the total energy is 14.6 volts and the products of dissocia-
tion are two 2D atoms. The total energy should again be equal to 13.8
volts, the difference between the experimental and observed values being
0.8 volt.

In the C level the total energy was calculated by non-linear extrapolation
and has been found to be equal to 14.6 volts. The products of dissociation
are a 2D and a 2P atom and the calculated total energy is therefore 14.92
volts. The error in this case is 0.3 volt and is in the expected direction
since the extrapolation was non-linear, the extrapolated value being
probably too small.

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the data on which the new
value of 9.0 volts has been calculated has been, as far as possible that
determined by a single experimenter. It seems therefore that it is justi-
fiable to draw the conclusion that the heat of dissociation of nitrogen is
9.0 volts within the same accuracy with which Miss Sponer's results have
been observed.
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